

  PARKS ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
AGENDA 


   April 10, 2023 


6:00pm  Public Meeting Session:   Hybrid (Remote & In-Person) 
  Customer Service Center – 3050 N Delta Hwy., Eugene 
  Goodpasture Room 


Members:  Greg Hyde (Chair), Mike Allen (Vice-Chair), Julie Daniel, Timothy Foelker, Reilly Newman, 


 Darlene Raish, Richard Vasquez 


 PAC Meeting 


I. Introductions – (5 min.) 


II. Public Comment – (up to 10 min.)


III. Assignment Review – (5 min.)


IV. Review of Meeting Summary – All (5 min.)


V. New Business (50 min.)


1) Lane County Equity Lens Toolkit


2) Parks Levy Communication & Outreach


3) Onboarding Committee Members


4) Cost Recovery & Maintenance Contracts


VI. Old Business (10 min.)


1) Covered Bridges Task Force


VII. Staff & Committee Updates/Reports – (15 min.)


1) Armitage Maintenance Shop


2) Lane County Climate Action Plan Update


VIII. Open – All (5 min.)


IX. Operations Reports - (5 min.)


X. Meeting Wrap-up/Assignments – (5 min.)


XI. Adjourn


 2023 Meeting Dates: 


JANUARY 9 MAY 8 SEPTEMBER 11 


FEBRUARY NO MEETING JUNE 12 OCTOBER 9 


MARCH 13 JULY NO MEETING NOVEMBER 13 


APRIL 10 AUGUST NO MEETING DECEMBER 11 







 


Lane County Parks Advisory 


March 13th, 2023 


Meeting Summary 


 


This written indexed summary of minutes is provided as a courtesy to the reader. The recorded 
minutes created pursuant to ORS 192.650(1) are the official minutes of this body under Oregon law. 


The recorded minutes are available on the Parks Advisory Committee website: 


 


Members Present:  Greg Hyde, Mike Allen, Timothy Foelker, Richard Vasquez 


Members Absent:  None 


Staff Present:  Brett Henry, Bjorn Carlson, Kylee Tupes 


Guests Present: Commissioner David Loveall, Darlene Raish, Julie Daniel, Paul Hoobyar, Marilyn Heiken 


Chair Hyde called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m. 


00:00:00 Introductions 


00:00:00 Public Comment 


- None 


00:02:25 Assignment Review 


- Goals and Accomplishments, to be covered under old business 
- Parks Advisory Committee (PAC) Vacancies 
- March Lane Event Oversight Committee (LEOC) Meeting 
- Vote on PAC Vacancies 


00:04:50 Review of Meeting Summary for January 9th, 2023 


- Mike Allen moves to pass, Greg Hyde seconds, motion unanimously passed 


00:05:40 Old Business 


- PAC Vacancies  
• PAC members hear from candidates Darlene Raish, Julie Daniel, Paul Hoobyar, and Marilyn 


Heiken 
- PAC Member Recommendations  


• District 2 – Springfield, Mike Allen moves to recommend Darlene Raish to the County 
Commissioners for the position. Tim Foelker seconds the motion. Motion is passed 
unanimously.  


• District 3 – South Eugene, Timothy Foelker moves to recommend Julie Daniel to the County 
Commissioners for the position. Richard Vasquez seconds the motion. Motion passes 
unanimously. 







 


• At-Large – Mike Allen moves to recommend Reilly Newman to the County Commissioners 
for the position. Seconded my Richard Vasquez, passes unanimously. 


- PAC 2022 Accomplishments & 2023 Goals – Please see Meeting Materials 


01:15:28 New Business 


- Covered Bridges 
• Fund 217 Covered Bridges has no revenue source and repairs are necessary. Currin, Stewart, 


and Lowell covered bridges are offline and ineligible for Road Funds allocated to the County 
for maintenance. A long term funding and maintenance plan is needed so a task force will 
be created. 


01:23:18 Staff and Committee Updates/Reports 


- Lane County Climate Action Plan 
• Mike Allen met with Senior Program Services Coordinator Kristin Lee and the newly elected 


Mayor of Florence to discuss his liaison with the County and possible venues to procure 
funds. 


- Update on Current Projects 
• ARPA (American Rescue Plan Act) - Baker Bay, Orchard Point, & Richardson parks are under 


contract for an engineer to assess water and sewer infrastructure. 
• ARPA - Approval from the Army Core of Engineers was obtained to pothole Orchard Point & 


Richardson parks to notate location of underground systems. 
• Armitage campground expansion – County code prohibits construction of recreation vehicle 


spurs within floodway; however spurs are allowed within floodplain. Alternate site plan that 
reflects floodway boundary under design. 


• Armitage shop – Pre-engineered metal building (PEMB) request for quotes (RFQ) is the next 
step prior to purchasing the building. 


• Security Cameras at Howard Buford Park – Applying for Bonneville Power Administration 
(BPA) permit since one pole is located in the BPA right of way. 


01:34:52 Open 


- Armitage shop materials available for salvage since a portion of the building will be demolished.  


01:36:44 Operations Report – Included in meeting materials 


- Parks is transitioning into recreation season 
- Orientation for caretakers and hosts is planned 


01:44:20 Meeting Wrap-up/Assignments 


- Provide new PAC members with an onboarding package of essential  
- Correct and post dates for upcoming PAC meetings on the website 
- Decide on Microsoft Teams or GoToMeeting remote platform for meetings 
- Discuss whether to schedule the August meeting 


01:47:50 Chair Hyde adjourned the meeting 







 EQUITY LENS
TOOLKIT


Updated August '22
Adapted from Ottawa Equity
Lens Handbook


LANE COUNTY 







Acknowledgment
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May 24, 2022 


 


A Message from the Lane County Board of County Commissioners 
 


These are challenging times we live in. From COVID-19 to the Holiday Farm Fire in the McKenzie area and 


many other adversities, many people have been negatively impacted. There are people and groups in our 


communities that face systemic oppression which results in outsized inequities and disparities in many areas, 


from economic health to education to health care and even death rates. For example, it is well documented 


that residents of high poverty neighborhoods have more health problems, more difficulty accessing quality 


healthcare, and a reduced overall life expectancy. 


The Lane County Board of Commissioners is excited to share with you the launch of Lane County’s Equity 


Lens. We believe that the Lens will become an important decision-making tool that can improve the work of 


elected officials, staff and advisory bodies. It can, in short, meet the County’s purpose of improving lives. We 


must take full advantage of the opportunity that this tool provides to make better, more inclusive decisions 


and to ensure the County is working for ALL who are here. 


The Equity Lens was developed by an interdepartmental work group in partnership with the County’s Equity 


and Access Advisory Board. This tool will give a consistent and coherent equity focus to the County’s 


decision making by encouraging all of us to ask and answer a few direct and valuable questions. 


By applying the Lens to our work we will: 


 generate better solutions by incorporating diverse perspectives and being 


deliberately inclusive of systemically under-served and marginalized populations – 


particularly communities of color; 


 take positive steps to identify and remove systemic barriers, promote inclusion and 


community engagement by expanding access to resources and services, and empower 


people; and 
 create a more positive and respectful work environment by increasing awareness 


and understanding of diverse peoples and cultures. 


Lane County has an opportunity to further diversity, inclusion, and equity by making meaningful and 


substantive changes to policies, processes, and decision-making. As leaders, staff, and residents of Lane 


County, we have the power and the responsibility to center racial equity and promote better conditions and 


opportunities for everyone. 


We should all make the Lens a part of our daily work and make a new reality of systemic vitality and 


sustainable change. Let’s take the next step together to make Lane County a great place to live, work and play 
– for all of Lane County’s people and communities. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


 


Pat Farr, Chair 


Lane County Board of Commissioners 



LCGADLJ

Pat Farr







 EQUITY IN LANE COUNTY 
 A Message from the Lane County Administrator 
 Since early 2020, Lane County has faced unprecedented challenges, from a pandemic, devastating wildfires, 
 and racial reckoning. In the face of these adversities, the employees of Lane County have shown great 
 flexibility, resilience and innovation. These challenges have crystallized the need for an equity and racial 
 justice focus in our community. For far too long, systemic and organizational policies have had an outsized 
 impact on marginalized and disadvantaged people, especially communities of color. We recognize that the 
 creation and perpetuation of racial inequities has existed in American government throughout its history, and 
 that racial inequities across all indicators for success are deep and pervasive. It is time to further our work in 
 racial equity by transforming our policies and processes so that they work for the benefit of all. 


 We are excited to share with you the launch of Lane County’s  Equity Lens  .  I want to thank the 
 interdepartmental work group that created this tool, as well as the Equity and Access Advisory Board that 
 has contributed to the work. We believe this Lens will become an important decision-making tool that will 
 give a consistent and coherent equity focus and will improve our strategic and tactical decisions and work. 


 Our goal is to build new habits in our decision-making processes. By asking the important questions that the 
 Equity Lens orients us toward we will become more agile in being inclusive as a community and help us 
 bring our core values of Equity & Respect to brighter light. 


 What does this mean for you as an employee? 
 ●  The Equity Lens is an evolving tool, it will change as we learn from its use and impact.
 ●  We ask that you provide continuous and transparent feedback as part of the process.
 ●  Lane County is developing a more inclusive and equitable culture. This means re-learning the


 vocabulary we use to talk about organizational change and increasing our awareness of different
 peoples and cultures.


 ●  The Equity Lens creates a collective pause to use the Equity Lens to consciously reflect on including
 other perspectives in the decision-making process.


 Using an Equity Lens is critical to address all areas of marginalization. As we become more inclusive, we 
 make more effective decisions that benefit everyone and we do a better job of serving all people in Lane 
 County. 


 Thank you, in advance, for being diligent in applying an Equity Lens to our work. We look forward to 
 advancing our goals and building a more equitable and inclusive culture. 


 Steve Mokrohisky, 


 Lane County Administrator 
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CONTEXT ON THE EQUITY LENS TOOLKIT


Why an Equity Lens?


The Equity Program, alongside many other Lane County partners and
committees, has developed this tool as one of our levers to better live out our
core value of Equity & Respect and to support our work of improving lives.  We
know intuitively that equity matters, and we know that as Lane County
Government we must do better to ensure that our work, in process and product,
mirrors the aspirations that we have for our community.


The Equity Lens is like a pair of glasses. It helps us see things from a new
perspective. It helps us be more effective in our everyday work by getting a
clearer focus and more complete view. This way, we strive for the full inclusion
and participation of all residents and employees so that everyone benefits from a
vibrant community.  We are all socialized beings with socialized beliefs, and
these schemas can sometimes get in our way of seeing a complete picture.


Research shows that companies that value diversity, equity and inclusion are
stronger than those that don’t tap into their peoples’ potential. “Diverse teams are
more innovative and make better decisions, and diverse companies have better
shareholder returns,” according to the study Unrealized Impact.


Another study conducted by McKinsey & Company in partnership with The
Society for Human Research Management (SHRM), evaluated the performance
of companies with different levels of workplace diversity. They found that
companies that exhibit gender, ethnic diversity are, respectively, 15 percent and
35 percent more likely to outperform less diverse peers. The same study found
that organizations with more racial and gender diversity bring in more sales
revenue, more customers and higher profits.” Studies on neurodiversity by Hult
Research show that neurodiverse people bring new perspectives to a company’s
efforts to create or recognize value.


We believe the Equity Lens is a powerful tool that can help us change habits that
have not served us and our communities.  With use and practice, we can
transform our work and our impact on the community.
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https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/diversity-and-inclusion/diversity-wins-how-inclusion-matters
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https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a88ab00f43b552a84c3b7c9/t/5ef7af662801f1255ced9ee0/1593290657559/NeurodiversityWorkplace_REPORT.pdf
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CONTEXT ON THE EQUITY LENS TOOLKIT


What is this toolkit?


What does it mean to apply an equity lens?
To apply an Equity Lens means we get a pause in time, and most importantly a pause in
the process to help us be more inclusive in practice. It can involve a set of questions to
prompt our thinking and to shift our process.


In what contexts should we apply an Equity Lens?
An Equity Lens is most important with actions and decisions that have a major impact
either internally or externally. There are many contexts in which we can apply an equity
lens.  Here are five that we are making a particular commitment to in our work at Lane
County.
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EQUITY LENS TOOLKIT


The Equity Lens Toolkit at a glance:


● Planning through an equity lens
● Creating a culture of belonging through an equity lens
● Leading through an equity lens
● Using data through an equity lens
● Learning through an equity lens


This toolkit is a compilation of knowledge, processes and practices that can help us apply an
equity lens to each of these five areas of focus.
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What does it mean to apply an equity lens to each of these five areas of focus?


PLANNING
Every one of us develops projects, events, and ideas in our work; and these plans
become processes and products that together create the government system we all
function within. How can we ensure the systems we create are equitable and inclusive?
How can we develop ideas that are innovative and in service of the people we seek to
serve?


When we plan through an equity lens, we insist on consistently bringing diverse voices
to the decision-making table for every project we lead. In particular, we focus on
engaging those who are most directly impacted by our work. By doing this, we are able
to design products, processes, services, and initiatives that realize greater equity in our
communities.


BELONGING
In our work each of us is responsible for bringing other people together to collaborate.
Effective collaboration not only requires us to convene the right people around the table;
it also requires us to create intentional cultures that help people feel both confident and
safe enough to share their ideas and influence change. In other words, it requires us to
not just create cultures of inclusion, but cultures of belonging.


When we create a culture of belonging we prioritize understanding and responding to
the physical, emotional and relational needs of people in addition to and sometimes
before attending to the needs of the work. For example, if we are facilitating a meeting
and we realize that an idea is not landing with our audience, instead of pressing
forward, we might pause and learn how we can more effectively communicate our
ideas. If we are convening a group of stakeholders who don’t know each other, instead
of launching immediately into the work, we might take some time to introduce ourselves
and get to know each other. If we are planning an event, we might pay attention to the
feel of our convening space and do things like play music, decorate, or bring in food to
make it feel more welcoming.


LEADING
Many of us are in positions of leadership where we hold power and authority and have
agency to make decisions and influence change. As leaders we set the tone for culture
in our organization and therefore have responsibility to model the kinds of behaviors
we’d like to see in others. This means we have the power to model behaviors and
engage in processes that move us closer to or farther away from realizing equity in our
work.
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When we lead through an equity lens, we model self-reflection and a learner mindset.
We open ourselves up to receiving feedback from those around us. We listen and use
language that demonstrates empathy and awareness of our position within the power
hierarchy. We hold processes, and outcomes equally important in our work. We invest
time and resources in things like team culture building, leadership goal setting,
coaching, and career advocacy so that our people develop and advance over time.


DATA
We are all public servants committed to using taxpayer dollars responsibly. We all have
strategic plans filled with tangible goals that reflect a set of promises we make to our
community. Data helps us make more effective decisions and track progress towards
our goals. It enables us to see who we are impacting and who might be leaving behind.
It also helps us see in what ways and to what extent we are enhancing the quality of life
and outcomes for various groups of people.


When we collect and analyze data through an equity lens we gather information in ways
that allow it to be disaggregated if need be along key indicators such as race, gender,
etc. We collect, visualize, and share data in ethical ways. We use data to tell narratives
that are accurate and that reveal the complexity of people’s lived experiences rather
than reducing them to stereotypes. Ultimately, we collect and use data in ways that
support us to align our processes, practices, and products with our promises.


LEARNING
We all live and work in a rapidly changing world where our ability to remain relevant and
to keep up with the demands of our roles require us to operate as learners. Learning is
not just about gathering more information. It’s about building new skills, acquiring new
practices, and evolving our mindsets. It’s also about developing our ability to self reflect
and empathize with others. It’s about learning how to apply what we know so that we
can navigate through more diverse and complex circumstances with greater
effectiveness.


When we learn through an equity lens, we orient ourselves to life-long learning, stay
current on topics related to equity, continually develop our critical lenses, and
consistently find ways to apply what we are learning in theory to our day-to-day work
and decision making. We take time to reflect on lessons and to adjust our behavior
moving forward. We become increasingly aware of the limitations of our individual
perspectives and committed to inquiring about and empathizing with the perspectives of
others. As a result, we become more skillful and artful at reshaping systems to more
equitably serve all.
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Who should apply an equity lens?
Everyone in a decision-making seat. In particular…


● County commissioners or other elected leaders
● Leaders including Directors, Managers, and Supervisors
● Boards, advisory groups, committees/subcommittees
● Teams (department, division, sub-division, project-based, etc.)
● Any employee who makes decisions (or contributes to decision-making


processes that impact personnel, allocation of resources, etc.)
● Community partners, consultants, and businesses providing services in


conjunction with or on behalf of the County
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Design Tool:


*Adapted from the National Equity Project
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IDENTIFY PURPOSE
1. What is the issue, policy, or process being created/designed?


2. What are we trying to accomplish?


3. Is there an opportunity to align and integrate our equity goals in your purpose?


IDENTIFY THE TEAM
1. Identify where you might have a limited perspective on the issue?


2. List who is included in this process.  List who is not included in this process. Are
those that might be impacted by this policy or decision present?


3. Create a plan to engage key stakeholders using the Engaging Community and
Staff tool (pages 30-31)


CREATE A REALISTIC TIMELINE
1. What timeline will allow you to complete the task at hand and meaningfully


engage your key stakeholders? Remember that you can move at the speed of
trust.  Consider if the key stakeholders are existing or new relationships and adjust
the timeline from there.


INVITE YOUR TEAM
1. How might an individual’s or community’s experiences affect how I am seen or the


level of trust between us?


2. Remember there is a difference between being invited and feeling welcomed.
Create the conditions for belonging by using the Gathering and Belonging tool
(pages 32-34)
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SEE THE SYSTEM


1. What historic information and context is important for everyone to know and
understand?


2. What is important to acknowledge about our history? Remember that
acknowledging is the first step toward repairing harm.


3. What inequitable patterns of experience and outcomes are playing out in our
system? How do we know?


4. What structures and system dynamics are contributing to these inequitable
patterns?


IDENTITY INFLUENCE AND COMMUNICATION NEEDS


1. Who are your champions of the work?  Who are the resistors? Consider looking at
the Communication tool (page 28-29).
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DEFINE OUTCOMES AND IMPACT


1. Is this a challenge we understand well enough to start designing for? Or is it more
complex and we need to inquire further?


2. What outcomes are you hoping to create?


3. Would people in the community also identify these as important outcomes?


4. What might be some unintended outcomes?


5. Do these unintended outcomes negatively impact marginalized communities?
Consider race, gender, gender identity, age, disability, neurodivergence,
social-economic status, language, geography, country of origin, citizenship.
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IDEATE


1. Are we making our brainstorming process accessible to everyone? Did we choose
methods that allow all people to contribute according to their strengths: visually,
verbally, physically?


2. Are we giving ourselves permission to consider ideas that may not feel possible in
order to move past status quo solutions?


3. Invite everyone on the team to imagine and ideate on solutions to the problem.
You’re aiming for volume and for divergent thinking to conceive creative and
radical ideas.


4. Narrow the ideas down by engaging in convergent thinking, and ask people to
vote on their favorite 2-3 ideas. Consider doing this in a way that does not feed
into groupthink. Perhaps ask everyone to write down their favorite ideas and then
share whole-group.


5. Now further develop the top 1-2 ideas by asking everyone to consider the
following question.  What would it take for this idea to come to life? Develop a
plan to make this idea happen.


6. Now you can ask everyone to put on their critic hat and  identify weaknesses,
obstacles or risks to ideas,


PROTOTYPE


1. Now that you have some ideas on the board, go ahead and develop your
prototype idea or policy.
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TEST IDEAS
1. How do we engage the people who are giving us feedback in the process of


adapting  the prototype?


2. How are we creating the conditions to try our prototype so that it is safe-to-fail
and learn (meaning not at risk of creating harm)?


3. How are success and failure being communicated to stakeholders, especially
those most impacted by the design effort?


REFINE APPROACH


1. How do we know that we’ve arrived?


2. How do we know if we need to shift directions?


3. How will you measure  outcomes and impact? What data do you need to collect?
How will you collect it? How will you use this data responsibly?


4. When do you decide it is time to scale?
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NOTICE


1. What differences in this approach did you observe from previous design
sessions?


2. What is my and our team’s relationship to opportunity and institutional power?
How does it relate to that of the people most impacted by this challenge?


3. Has your relationship with key stakeholders changed through this process? how?


REFLECT
1. As a team, do our processes feel liberatory? If not, why? What and how should we


adjust?


2. How might cultural norms be triggering unconscious biases that impede our
relationships and work?


3. How do our emotional states affect how you show up with your team? In the
work?


4. How can we share or release stressful emotions so we can move through the
Liberatory Design process with health and care for each other?
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Planning: Services, Projects, Events


Start with Inclusion


1. Who is not included in the work you do?
2. What could contribute to this exclusion?
3. What can you do differently to ensure inclusion?


1. Do the expected outcomes of the service, project/program, or event reflect
equity and inclusion goals?


2. How will the service or project/program build upon the strengths of the people
it serves?


3. Will the service or program contribute to more equitable access to resources
and benefits in the wider community?


4. Have the primary target groups been consulted? See Engaging Community and
Staff (pages 30-31)


5. How is the proposed service, project/program or event designed to ensure
that a full diversity of people can participate and benefit with dignity? (i.e.,
accessibility for mobility devices, visual and hearing impairments, child or
dependent care, transportation, safety concerns, language).


6. Does the time of the event or hours of the service consider potential demands
on people’s time? (i.e. religious and cultural holidays, harvest time, family
responsibilities)


7. Have we considered and made note of equity and inclusion considerations in
our business plans and project management plans?


8. Are the long term needs of residents from different equity groups considered in
our long term planning?


9. Are there good equity and inclusion practices in other counties, departments or
community organizations that can inform the implementation?


10. What human and financial resources are required to address equity and
inclusion in the implementation of this service, project/program or event
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Planning: Services, Projects, Events
Promising Practice


Youth City Connect


The Youth Summit Action Plan is made up of 34 actions over eight categories. The
action plan is based on feedback received at the Mayor’s Youth Summit and other
inputs. One of the identified actions was the development of a program that exposes
Ottawa youth to career options in municipal government by shadowing City staff.
Parks, Recreation and Cultural Services Department employees gathered a working
group to plan the program from inception to implementation.


As part of the planning, the working group considered the sub-groups of youth who
may be interested in the program, such as Aboriginal youth, immigrant youth, youth in
existing City programming, youth living on low income, homeless youth, rural youth,
and youth with disabilities, as well as youth of different age groups (i.e. high school
versus post-secondary or out of school).


Each group presented unique needs and considerations that had to be taken into
account during the planning.


The working group looked at removing as many barriers as possible, for example,
using plain language and making applications as simple as possible. To further
ensure that all barriers or concerns were addressed, the working group asked youth
for their feedback and integrated it into the materials.


The working group has set outreach targets in order to attract diverse groups of
youth, such as Aboriginal youth, immigrant youth and youth living on low income. The
working group will continue to evaluate the program to ensure broad participation.


What about this is an equity and inclusion practice?


✔ Considered diversity from the onset of the project


✔ Considered barriers and address them upfront. Were clear about what could or
not be done


✔ Used plain language


✔ Consulted with the target population to ensure nothing has been overlooked
and to make sure that all materials are understood
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Policy Development


Start with Inclusion


1. Who is not included in the work you do?
2. What could contribute to this exclusion?
3. What can you do differently to ensure inclusion?


1. What are the equity and inclusion concerns related to this policy issue? (e.g.,
accessibility, affordability, safety, culture, gender identity)


2. Have we checked existing policies that may inform how we address i. equity
and inclusion in this new policy?


3. Have we considered and made note of equity and inclusion considerations
when developing the business case for the policy?


4. Are the groups most affected by the policy consulted from the early stages of
the policy development? How can we ensure their perspectives are included?
See Engaging Community and Staff (pages 30-31)


5. What background information can aid in addressing equity and inclusion? See
Gathering information/research (pages 44-45)


6. What human and financial resources are required to address equity and
inclusion in the implementation of this policy?


7. Can we develop innovative policy solutions that draw upon the contributions
and assets of those people most affected?


8. If new resources are required in the policy implementation, how can we build
that in from the beginning? (e.g., partner with community groups, collaborate
across departments, seek matching funds)


9. How can we communicate the policy so as to reach the full diversity of people
affected? See Communications (pages 28-29)


10. How will we measure the extent to which the policy contributes to removing
barriers or creating opportunities for people who risk exclusion? See Monitoring
and Evaluation (pages 46-47)
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Policy Development
Promising Practice


Equity and Diversity Practice


In 2002, the City of Ottawa’s Equity and Diversity Policy was approved by the City
Council. This Policy prohibits discrimination in the workplace, in the provision of
goods, services, and facilities to the public and the administration of contracts as
defined by human rights legislation.


The policy applies to women, Aboriginal peoples, persons with disabilities, members
of visible minority groups and people who are Lesbian, Gay, Bi-sexual, Trans (LGBT).
The City also made a decision to add immigrants in its data analysis as a result of the
City’s Municipal Immigration Strategy.


In the development of this policy, it was important to gather a variety of perspectives
and information to ensure that we were addressing any potential systematic barriers
experienced by staff and members of the community. The Equity and Diversity
Advisory Committee played a key role in the development and implementation of the
policy.


This corporate policy impacts all staff and as such it had to be communicated in a
variety of ways. The policy is posted on Ozone, taught as part of mandatory new
employee orientation and various other training offerings.


As a result of using inclusive practices when developing the policy and in promoting
its ongoing use, we have a policy that reflects an awareness of how to be inclusive. It
has assisted to create a work environment that is welcoming of a diverse population.
As a result of the policy and related initiatives (i.e. diversity training and awareness),
we have increased representation of the diversity groups where there is
under-representation in the City’s workforce.


What about this is an equity and inclusion practice?


✔ Considered the needs of multiple groups


✔ Consulted with the people most affected by the policy


✔ Adjusted the policy to address emerging needs


✔ Policy communicated to staff and community through a variety of means
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Strategic Planning


Start with Inclusion


1. Who is not included in the work you do?
2. What could contribute to this exclusion?
3. What can you do differently to ensure inclusion?


1. How does your strategic planning process promote equity and inclusion?


2. Do the long-term goals you are defining reflect this?


3. What are the current demographic trends with which the County or
departmental strategic plans need to align or address?


4. What equity issues are currently being raised by residents and employees in
relation to yourplan?


5. What are the costs of not taking demographic trends and equity issues into
account? What are the benefits?


6. Do County and departmental strategic objectives and initiatives reflect a broad
vision of equity and inclusion? How can it be strengthened?


7. What human and financial resources are required to achieve equity and
inclusion in this plan?


8. How do the performance measures in the County and departmental strategic
plans capture the impact on people who are the most at risk of exclusion? How
do they measure whether inclusion is increasing or decreasing?


9. Does the collection of data enable us to measure benchmarks and targets for
increasing equity and inclusion?


10. When undertaking a strategic review, what improvement opportunities are
there to enhance achievement of equity and inclusion?
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Strategic Planning
Promising Practice


Community and Social Services


For the 2011 – 2014 Term of Council Strategic Priorities, the Community and Social
Service Department used the Equity and Inclusion Lens to review demographic
information, concerns raised by the community, trending statistical information and the
needs of diverse communities when developing proposed strategic priorities for
inclusion in Council’s Strategic Plan.


As a result, several priorities which consider the needs of specific and diverse groups
were included in the 2011 – 2014 Strategic Plan. The Older Adult Plan, the Housing
and Homelessness Initiative, the Equity and Inclusion Lens implementation, and the
Municipal Immigration Strategy are all examples of initiatives that were approved as
Strategic Initiatives.


The vision set by the City Council and the Equity and Inclusion Lens used as a
planning tool for researching and analyzing information contributed to a Strategic Plan
that directly addresses the needs of diverse groups.


What about this is an equity and inclusion practice?


✔ Considered demographic information, trends and research from other levels
government and academia, that spoke to the needs of the 11 diversity groups


✔ Reviewed consultation and evaluation information


✔ Paid attention to the equity claims of diverse groups


✔ Explicitly considered diverse populations in the overarching vision and priorities
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Policy Evaluation


Start with Inclusion
1. Who is not included in the work you do?
2. What could contribute to this exclusion?
3. What can you do differently to ensure inclusion?


CONTEXT


1. What is the Policy that you are examining?
2. What were the stressors or drivers that led to this policy creation?
3. Who created the policy?
4. Is it already implemented within the organization?


IDENTIFY POTENTIAL RESISTANCE TO CHANGE


5. Are there individuals or departments that are very attached to this policy?


EXAMINE


6. What evidence do you have that this policy needs re-examining?
7. Was the original policy inclusive in their design? Are the groups most affected


by the policy consulted from the early stages of the policy development?
8. Was an equity lens used to create the policy?


ACT


9. What are the equity and inclusion concerns related to this policy issue? (e.g.,
accessibility, affordability, safety, culture, gender identity)


10. Who does this policy benefit? Who does it leave behind?
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11. Is our team representative of the diversity of the population we are
engaging? What steps can we take to ensure we are inclusive of the diversity
of perspectives? Engaging Community and Staff (pages 30-31)


- Consider the following scale of involvement for gathering diverse
perspectives.  The further down the line, the more equitable the
involvement is.  From The Spectrum of Community Engagement to
Ownership


DESIGN


12. Invite everyone on the team to imagine and identify the changes to the
policy does the team feel are needed? You're aiming for volume and for
divergent thinking to conceive creative and radical ideas. Bring the
information and/or people gathered from step 11.


13. Narrow the ideas down by engaging in convergent thinking, ask people to
vote on their favorite 2-3 ideas to explore. Consider doing this in a way that
does not feed into groupthink. Perhaps ask everyone to write down their
favorite ideas and then share whole-group.


14. Now further develop the top 1-2 ideas by asking everyone to consider the
following question.  What would it take for this idea to come to life? Develop a
plan to make this idea happen.


15. Now you can ask everyone to put on their critic hat and identify
weaknesses, obstacles or risks to ideas,
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SET-UP FOR SUCCESS


16. What will the resistant group need to get on board?
17. Are resources are required in the policy implementation, how can we build


that in from the beginning? (e.g., partner with community groups, collaborate
across departments, seek matching funds)


18. How can we get feedback on the policy from those most impacted?
19. How do you communicate the policy so as to reach the full diversity of


people affected? See Communications (pages 28-29)
20. How will we measure the extent to which the policy contributes to removing


barriers or creating opportunities for people who risk exclusion? See
Monitoring and Evaluation (pages 46-47)
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THE EQUITY LENS TOOLKIT
Ask about Inclusion


Where might you have a limited
perspective on the issue?


Who is not included in the work you do?


What could contribute to this exclusion?


What can you do differently to ensure
inclusion?


What barriers do you have to remove for
participation?
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LOOKING TOWARD A BRIGHT FUTURE 
An update on Levy Funding and Projects 
 
For over 40 years, Lane County Parks lacked proper funding to maintain the nearly 70 parks and 
facilities across the county. As the timber revenue vanished in the early 1980s, the Parks 
Division, which received little to no General Fund support, was left without a consistent revenue 
base to effectively maintain parks, including the 5 campgrounds, 3 marinas, 3 covered bridges, 
and 33 boating facilities within the park system. 
 
On November 8, 2022, Lane County voters passed Measure 20-335 approving a 5-year local 
option levy that will provide sustainable funding to the tune of over $31 million for Lane County 
Parks through the year 2028. 
 
While the Levy was passed in 2022, funding does not become available until one full property tax 
collection cycle has been completed. In anticipation of receiving Levy monies in 2024, the 
County has adjusted the overall FY23-24 Parks budget and has already begun to ramp up for 
Levy funded projects. To stay abreast of these developments, please follow us on social media, 
this quarterly E-Newsletter, and the new Parks Levy website coming soon. 
 
Nearly $15 million will be invested in park amenities identified as deferred maintenance 
including new restrooms, site utilities, paving, and boating facilities that improve water access. 
An investment of $11.5 million will fund enhanced maintenance and safety by increasing 
employee coverage, and over $1 million is dedicated for conservation and educational 
programming over the lifespan of the levy. Additionally, $5 million in special projects, identified 
through a stakeholder engagement process, will provide identified facility improvements, site 
security, water accessibility, trail improvements at Howard Buford Recreation Area, and 
cooperative projects with regional partners in the county focused on recreation and habitat 
restoration. 







 


  


  


VOLUNTEER WITH LANE COUNTY PARKS 
 


There are numerous opportunities to get involved with Lane 
County Parks as a volunteer! Volunteers help build trails, remove 
invasive species, assist with education programs and so much 
more! 
 
Friends of Zumwalt Park (FOZP), in coordination with Lane 
County Parks, hosts regular volunteer work parties. To learn more 
follow them on Facebook. 
 
The Santa Clara Community Foundation (SCCF) recently 
adopted Hileman County Park and will be hosting volunteer work 
parties the last Saturday of each month. This special park has 
access to the Willamette River and is a great spot for walking and 
swimming in the summer. Join the SCCF in an effort to remove 
invasive species, stabilize the riverbanks and repopulate with 
native species. 
 
The Fall Creek Park Association is a long standing group of hardworking volunteers who adopted 
Osgood Park near the town of Fall Creek. Named after Mary Osgood for her love and dedication to the 
park, this gem is a beautiful place to volunteer. They hold work parties the 3rd Friday of each month. 
On May 19, they invite everyone to join in on an large effort to create greater water access by removing 
invasive species in the park.  
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The Mount Pisgah Arboretum in collaboration with The Friends of Buford Park and Mt. Pisgah, has 
a variety of volunteer opportunities from restoration and trail building, to native plant nursery work and 
education. This month, join us at a Park Watch training, March 22 from 5:15 - 6:15pm.  
 
The Friends of Orchard Point Marina adopted the Marina and surrounding areas a couple of years 
ago and works to improve the docks, remove invasive species and keep the marina free from floating 
debris. They will hold a work party in May, stay tuned to Parks social media platforms for more 
information. 
 
CLICK BELOW to sign up for one or more volunteer work parties this quarter: 


 


 


 


Zumwalt Park, April 1, 9AM-11AM  
 


Hileman Park Last Saturdays, 9:30AM-2PM  
 


Park Watch Training Mar 22, 5:15PM- 6:15PM  
 


Osgood Park May 19, 9AM - noon  
 


 


  


2023 SEASONAL OPENINGS 
 


Campgrounds Open April 7 
Archie Knowles, Baker Bay and Richardson campgrounds are all 
prepping for your arrival and summer enjoyment. We have terrific 
campground caretakers and hosts to greet you and ensure you 
have a stellar camping experience. 
 
Seasonal campgrounds open April 7, 2023 and reservations can 
be made online www.lanecountyor.gov/parks or by phoning the 
reservation center at 541-682-2000 (M-F 9am - 4 pm). 
 
Armitage and Harbor Vista campgrounds remain open year-
round. 


 


 


RESERVE TODAY! 
Click here for 
campground 
reservations  
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Day-Use Areas Open May 
13 
 
Day use areas are a wonderful amenity at 
Lane County Parks. Whether it's the 
abundance trails at Howard Buford 
Recreation Area, the beautiful meadows at 
Zumwalt Park, or hidden gems like Eagle 
Rock Park or Wildwood Falls, you can't go 
wrong getting outdoors this spring. Spring 
wildflowers will be in bloom soon and 
temperatures will be warming, so it's the 
perfect time to buy your Lane County Parks 
Parking pass. Day passes are $5 and annual 
passes are $40 ($20 for seniors 65+, with 
discounts for disabled veterans). Buy them 
online, using the passport AP on your phone 
or at many local retailers. 


 


 


 


Marinas Open April 1 
Dependent on sufficient water levels 
 
Lane County Parks manages three marinas: 
Baker Bay, Orchard Point and Richardson. 
Water levels are on track for another great 
summer of water recreation! The Army Corps 
of Engineers manage reservoir water levels. 
To learn more visit their website.  
 
Helpful Links: 
Learn about the Rule Curve 
Lane County Parks Moorage Info 
Oregon State Marina Board 
 
Do you know, Lane County Parks has free 
life jacket lending stations? Thanks to a 
grant, patrons have access to free life jackets 
at Baker Bay, Orchard Point and Richardson 
marinas.  


  


  


SPRING EVENTS 
 


 


 


Wildflower Festival 2023 
 
The Wildflower Festival is presented in partnership with 
the Emerald Chapter of the Native Plant Society of 
Oregon and Lane Community College. Thank you for 
joining us for a wonderful Festival! The Wildflower 
Festival will be back on May 21st, 2023! 
 
Click Here for More Information about the Wildflower 
& Music Festival 
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Spring Park Tours 
Are you looking for wonderful opportunity to get 
a fresh perspective on the landscapes of the 
greater Mount Pisgah area? The Friends of 
Buford Park and Mt. Pisgah offer a series of 
tours throughout the year. Learn about the flora, 
fauna, geology and history of this special part of 
the Willamette Valley from staff and volunteers 
with decades of experience and expertise in 
caring for its habitats and inhabitants. 
 


• May 4, 4-6 PM - Fire, Fuels and Trails 
• May 13, 7:30-11AM - Prairie, Savanna, 


Woodland Restoration 
• June 21, 5-7:30AM - Solstice Summit 


Sunrise Hike 
 
For more information and to register for 
participation visit The Friends Tours website. 


 


 


 


  


FRIENDLY REMINDERS 
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Click here to see a map of Lane County Parks and amenities  
 


     


Lane County Parks | 541-682-2000 | laneparks@lanecountyor.gov 
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Parks


General Services


Land Management


Waste Management


Road Maintenance 


Lane Events Center


Administration


Engineering & Construction Svcs. 


(Continued on page 2)
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For over 40 
years, Lane 
County Parks 
lacked the 
funding to 
properly maintain 
68 parks and 
facilities spread 
out across a 
county that is nearly the size of Connecticut. As the timber revenue 
vanished in the early 1980s, the Parks Division, which received little 
to no General Fund support, was left without a consistent revenue 
base to maintain the 5 campgrounds, 3 marinas, 3 covered bridges, 
and 33 boating facilities within the park system. Starting in 2019, 
after the adoption of the 2018 Parks & Open Space Master Plan, I 
began the process of identifying the deferred maintenance backlog 
which proved to be the catalyst for a sustainable funding plan. A 
facility condition assessment identified a backlog of over $25 million 


in deferred maintenance that would continue to grow if not addressed immediately. Realizing this 
urgency, County Administrator Steve Mokrohisky appointed a 15 member Task Force in July 2019 
to research and recommend dedicated funding options to ensure long-term financial stability for 
Lane County Parks. The Funding Task Force met a total of ten times between February 2020 and 
July 2021. On October 19, 2021, the preferred funding option recommended by the Funding Task 
Force was presented to the Board of County Commissioners. This option was a $6 million 5-year 
local option levy. Beginning in 2022, four regional stakeholder meetings were hosted throughout 
the county to gather community feedback on the recreational features, amenities, accessibility 
improvements, and conservation/
stewardship needs within their local 
parks. The feedback received from the 
community engagement meetings and the 
key findings from a second public polling 
survey were presented to the Board of 
County Commissioners on July 21, 2022. 
On August 9, 2022, the County Board 
of Commissioners approved the request 
to place the local option levy on the 
November ballot.


On November 8, 2022, the Lane County 
voters passed Measure 20-335 with over 
60% of voters approving a 5-year local 
option levy that will provide sustainable 
operating funding to the tune of over $31 million for Lane County Parks through the year 2028. At 
a rate of $.16 cents per $1000 of assessed home value, the estimated payment for the average 
assessed home is approximately $38.00 per year. The voters of Lane County will begin to see 
immediate improvements to county parks by 2024. Nearly $15 million will be invested in park 
amenities identified as deferred maintenance which include new restrooms, site utilities, paving, 
and boating facilities that improve water access. An investment of $11.5 million will fund increased 
employee coverage to provide enhanced maintenance and safety and over $1 million is dedicated 
for conservation and educational programming over the lifespan of the levy. Additionally, $5 million 
in special projects identified through the stakeholder engagement process will provide identified 
facility improvements, site security, water accessibility, trail improvements at Howard Buford 
Park, and cooperative projects with regional partners within the county for recreation and habitat 
restoration investments. 


Community members in Eugene attend engagement 
session in May 2022 as Parks gathered feedback on 


park improvements.  
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Annual Public Works Holiday 
Breakfast


A successful prescribed burn was 
conducted in October at Howard Buford 


Park, which is celebrating its 50th 
Anniversary.  


Water storage tanks were recently 
installed at Richardson Butte.  


These four additional tanks will 
double the water capacity for 


Richardson and Orchard Point 
Parks. 


Recognition for two Parks Division 
employees for outstanding work during 
the Cedar Creek Fire was received by 
Tara King and Kylee Tupes. 


Way to go!


A memorial bench was placed at Armitage 
Park overlooking the McKenzie River in early 


December.


Howard Buford Recreation Area 
and Mount Pisgah Arboretum 
celebrated 50 years in 2022! 


Dan Hurley (Admin) and 
Jeff Orlandani (WMD) 
donned their festive apparel.


Steve Gallup (ECS) 
Elijah Davis (Emergency Management) 
getting breakfast.
Sunsarah Bisby (Admin)
Ashley Adelman (Admin)
Brett Henry (Parks) talking with 
Jason Brown (Roads) Public Works Employees enjoying the breakfast.


The annual Public Works holiday 
breakfast went off without a hitch. There 
was plenty of food, laughter and goodwill. 


—Kara Joers, Admin., Support Services


There were many people who 
provided support and guidance 
throughout the process and I’m so 
thankful to all of those folks; but most 
importantly, I want to thank the voters 
who showed their support of Lane 
County Parks this past November. 
Onward and upward with parks!


Gratefully Yours,
— Brett Henry, Parks Division 
Manager


Other notable projects completed in 
the fall and winter of 2022 at Lane 
County Parks include : 
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Member Handbook 
 
 
 


 
 
 







Lane County Parks Advisory Committee Member Handbook 
 


Table of Contents 


Parks Advisory Committee Member Information Sheet 


Member contact information, appointments, and terms. 


 


Parks Advisory Committee By-Laws 


Committee bylaws including election of officers and duties, meeting requirements, 
conflicts of interest, public hearings, special records, and committee responsibilities.  


 


Administrative Procedures Manual 1.10.7 


The purpose of this administrative procedure is to ensure uniform procedures for the 
creation and maintenance of Lane County Advisory Committees. 


 


Lane Manual 3.085.020 - Parks Advisory Committee 


Summary of committee purpose, membership term limits, liaison, and general 
committee requirements.  


 


Parks Advisory Committee/Stakeholder Event Review and Oversight Group 


Summary of group goal, charge, review process, and membership requirements.  


 


Oregon Government Ethics - ORS Chapter 244 


General summary and discussion of Government Ethics, Conflicts of Interest, and 
Statements of Economic Interest. Provided by County Counsel, 2008. 


 


PAC Accomplishments and Goals 


 Summary of 2022 accomplishments and 2023 goals for the Parks Advisory Committee. 







Lane County Parks Advisory Committee 
Membership Information – Updated 4/2023 


 
 
 
 


 
 


Member Appointment Term Expires 


Mike Allen 


Appointed by 
Commissioner Farr 


for District 4 
BO# 16.02.02.02 


1/7/2024 
Second Term 


Julie Daniel 


Appointed by 
Commissioner Trieger 


for District 3 
BO# 23-04-04-06 


4/4/2027 
First Term 


Tim Foelker 


Appointed by 
Jay Bozievich 
for District 1 


BO# 22-04-05-02 


4/5/2026 
First Term 


Greg Hyde At-Large Appointment 
BO# 21-01-05-14 


12/31/2024 
Second Term 


Reilly Newman At-Large Appointment 
BO# 23-04-04-07 


4/4/2027 
First Term 


 


Darlene Raish 


Appointed by 
David Loveall 
for District 2 


BO# 23-04-04-08 


4/4/2027 
First Term 


Richard Vasquez 


Appointed by 
Commissioner Buch 


for District 5 
BO# 22-08-30-02 


8/30/2026 
First Term 
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Understanding the Pyramid Methodology 
The Pyramid is a Resource Allocation Modeling Tool 
As a resource allocation model, the Pyramid Method ultimately becomes a management 
tool that can help an agency make decisions about its financial resources and the 
establishment of fees for the services it provides.  When complete, the model details an 
agency’s services and the cost recovery and subsidy levels that have been assigned for 
each service.  The model is an excellent, easy to understand way to conceptualize an 
agency’s cost recovery and subsidy philosophy and policy.  It becomes a tool that 
provides transparency, accountability and guidance.   


Utilizing a ‘Benefits Filter’ is the foundation of the Pyramid Method.  This method is 
based on answering the question “who benefits from the service?” coupled with the 
agency’s resource allocation philosophy.  It attempts to determine if the community in 
general or the individual or group receiving the service is the beneficiary of the 
provision.  It asks the question who is generating the need for the service and therefore 
will the imposition of a fee pose a hardship on certain users?  Finally, how the level of 
the fee will affect the demand for the service is considered. 


Taking a Closer Look at Each Level and CCPR’s Programs and Services 
Before aligning programs and services onto the Pyramid, it is important to identify the 
agency’s list of core services.  Coconino County’s core list of parks and recreation 
services is outlined in Appendix A.  Each program and service is evaluated for who most 
benefits from the service, and then is placed on the Pyramid level that represents the 
agency and its stakeholders’ philosophy.   Notice that when CCPR staff engaged in this 
service alignment exercise, the Pyramid resulted in a model unique to this agency and 
has only four levels as opposed to the five in the example above.   
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COMMUNITY Benefit – Programs and services that benefit the community as a whole.  
These services may increase property values, provide safety, address social needs, and 
enhance the quality of life for residents.  These types of services are generally paid 
through taxes.   
 Park and Facility Maintenance
 Planning and Design
 Parks
 Natural Areas
 Trails


COMMUNITY/Individual Benefit – Programs and services that promote individual 
physical and mental well-being, and may promote skill development.  These services are 
generally paid through taxes and user fees. 
 Youth Recreation Programs
 Senior Recreation Programs


INDIVIDUAL/Community Benefit – Programs and services that have a highly individual 
benefit and an underlying community benefit.  These services may promote individual 
physical and mental well-being but also represent specialized or individualized services.  
These services are generally paid through user fees to a level that recovers all direct 
costs. 
 Non-profit Athletic Field Rentals
 Non-profit Special Event Facility Rentals
 Adult Recreation Programs
 Ticketed Community Events
 County Fair


HIGHLY INDIVIDUAL Benefit – Programs and services that have a profit potential, may 
share market space or needed assets with the private sector, or may fall outside the 
core mission of the agency.  These types of services are generally paid through user 
fees to a level that recovers all direct costs and a designated profit percentage.  
“Profit” in this context is additional funding that will offset subsidies in the other 
allocation categories. 
 Standard Athletic Field Rentals
 Standard Special Event Facility Rentals
 Campground
 Stables
 Ramada Rentals
 Public/Private Partnerships
 Concessions/Merchandise Sales
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Assigning Levels of Subsidy and Cost Recovery 
Once the agency has outlined its core services and assigned them onto the Pyramid 
Level that best aligns with the agency’s philosophy, the following step is to designate 
degrees of subsidy and/or cost recovery for each level.  Resource allocations, or subsidy 
levels, are intended to be goals - they provide guidance from which to start considering 
where to utilize funding resources or to assess fees.  These goals also serve as 
benchmarks from which to analyze the success or underperformance of programs and 
services and it aids staff in making decisions about retaining, modifying or eliminating 
them.    


The Parks and Recreation Department and the Parks and Recreation Commission 
recommend the following model which outlines the department’s core services along 
the Pyramid Model levels and the recommended goals for resource allocation, and cost 
recovery.  Also see Appendix B for greater detail for each program and services as well 
current subsidy and cost recovery ratios. 


*Profit in this context is additional funding that will offset subsidies in the other allocation categories.


COMMUNITY Benefit 
0-25% Cost Recovery Target 


(Natural areas, trails, developed parks; CCPR drop-in events) 


COMMUNITY/Individual Benefit 
50-100% Cost Recovery Target 


(Youth and Senior Recreation Programs) 


INDIVIDUAL/Community Benefit 
100%+ Cost Recovery Target 


(Non-profit athletic & special event facility rentals; Adult 
Recreation programs; CCPR ticketed events; County Fair) 


Full Cost 
Recovery/ 
No Subsidy 


Enterprise/Profit Center* 


(Standard athletic & special event 
facility rentals; campgrounds; stables; 
ramada rentals) 


No Cost 
Recovery/ 


Full Subsidy 


HIGHLY INDIVIDUAL Benefit 
  125+% Minimum 
    Cost Recovery Target 


Coconino County Parks and Recreation Resource Allocation & Cost Recovery Model 
(Staff and the PRC Recommendation) 
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FACILITIES 


 


Type Category – Who 


Benefits 


Cost Recovery 


Target 


 


Traditional Day Use Community <25% 


Natural Areas Community <25% 


Trails Community <25% 


Non-Motorboat Landing Community/Individual >25% <100% 


Sports* (min develop) Community/Individual >25% <100% 


Motorboat Landing Community/Individual >25% <100% 


Group Picnic Individual/Community >100% 


Special Event Venue Individual/Community >100% 


Moorage Highly Individual >150% 


Camping Highly Individual >150% 


Organizational Camp Highly Individual >150% 


*Sports – Minimally developed facilities like sand volleyball, disc golf, and use of existing turf for sports 


fields. 


SERVICES/PROGRAMS 


 


Type Category – Who 


Benefits 


Cost Recovery 


Target 


Enviro/Cultural Ed (Youth) Community/Individual >25% <100% 


Enviro/Cultural Ed (Adult) Individual/Community >100% <150% 


Lessons/Instruction (Youth) Individual/Community >100% <150% 


Lessons/Instruction (Adult) Highly Individual >150% 


Equipment Rental Highly Individual >150% 


Special Event Production Highly Individual >150% 


Day/Overnight Camps Highly Individual >150% 


Food Concession Highly Individual >150% 


 


The benefit categories and cost recovery targets will be discussed and revised as 


the task force deliberates.  Please keep in consideration the prioritization of 


services; the vision, mission, goals, and strategies outlined in the Lane County Parks 


Master Plan; and the current and historical fees and charges the county has 


implemented.  


 


  



























 


Lane County Parks • 3050 N. Delta Hwy. • Eugene, Oregon 97408 • 541.682.2000 • FAX 541.682.2009 
Information: www.lanecounty.org/parks  Reservations: http://ecomm.lanecounty.org/parks 


 


Recreate With Us…You’ll Be Glad You Did! 
 


 
 


 


Lane County Parks Operations Report  
March 2023 


 
The purpose of this report is to provide a summary of operational highlights from 
March 2023. 
 
Coastal Zone 


• General maintenance runs 
• ARPA meeting participation 
• Storm damage clean up at Harbor Vista Park 
• Added a third host site at Harbor Vista Campground 
• Repaired fee machine at Heceta Beach Park 
• Plumbing repairs Camp Lane  
• Opened seasonal campgrounds  


Valley Zone 
• General maintenance runs 
• APRA meeting participation  
• Leaf removal 
• Baker Bay Campground hazardous tree removal 
• Opened seasonal campgrounds  
• De-winterized day-use restrooms 


 
 



http://www.lanecounty.org/parks

http://ecomm.lanecounty.org/parks





Lane County Parks Natural Areas Operations Report for March 2023 - Ed Alverson 
 
-Parks staff met with the Sea Reach team working on the kiosk project for the North Trailhead area at 
HBRA. I forwarded the draft text for the interpretive panels to HBRA stakeholders for comment and 
review. I arranged to have the current HBRA trail map provided to Sea Reach staff in the proper format 
for editing. 
 
-I created and posted (or will soon post) on HBRA trailhead kiosks temporary signs providing a QR code 
for accessing the online HBRA trail map, and signs about park rules prohibiting vegetation removal, in 
English and Spanish. 
 
-HBRA Trails: I attended the 3/7 Friends of Buford Park Trails Committee meeting, and participated in 
discussions of accessibility improvements, implemented and planned, in HBRA. I made a project site visit 
with Friends staff to refine the alignment of a new trail segment for the Trail 3 East project.  
 
-We held a post-round debrief with Friends of Buford Park and Willamalane staff to review this winter’s 
NCCC Americorps round and discuss future plans to apply. 
 
-I participated in ongoing Parks Projects meetings, and the Armitage Campground expansion project 
meetings as well as related follow-up conversations. 
 
-I marked areas in Armitage Park to be left un-mowed until shooting stars and other wildflowers have 
bloomed and set seed. 
 
-Eagle Rock Park public outreach and planning: I contacted and began interviewing park neighbors to 
describe the planning process and get feedback on their ideas and concerns. 
 
-I reviewed and gave feedback on a list of prohibited plants for landscaping to be used by Lane County’s 
Firewise program. 
 
-I gave a presentation on prairie restoration to the University of Oregon section of the Society for 
Ecological Restoration. 
 
-I was not able to attend the Willamette Valley Listed Prairie Plants meeting this year, but I had a follow-
up meeting with the meeting coordinator to get updates and feedback on listed and other rare plant 
species.   
 
-I organized a site visit with Jed Kaul from the Long Tom Watershed Council to discuss opportunities for 
collaboration on riparian and floodplain habitat restoration in Hileman Park. 
 
-I participated in regular Parks project coordination meetings. I participated in several gatherings of 
park/campground caretakers and hosts that were part of their onboarding and training efforts. I worked 
with Jodi to respond to several inquiries about volunteer natural areas projects. 
 
-Other partnership efforts: I met with Jeff Krueger to review and give feedback on the Rivers to Ridges 
partnership refresh documents and maps. 
 










